[Ventrolateral nucleus of the cat thalamus and its connection with field 4 of the cerebral cortex].
By means of silver nitrate impregnation after Fink-Heimer and Golgi-Kopsch structural peculiarities have been revealed in the neurons of the ventral lateral nucleus (VL) of the cat thalamus and its connections with the motor cortex. The results of the observations demonstrate a complex morphological organization of the VL. It makes reciprocal connections with the field 4 of the motor cortex. Terminal fibers from the VL end in the layers I, III, V and VI of the field 4 gamma and in the whole thickness of the fundal field anatomically having no layers. No degenerating fibers are found after destruction in the fields 4 delta and 4 sfu. Basing on measurements of neuronal nuclei in the VL two cell populations are revealed, that demonstrates presence of two types of the neurons in the VL--large relay and small short axonal, each of them having several varieties. Complex synaptic contacts in the VL in the form of serial synapses and triads are also demonstrated.